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Abstract
[Excerpt] Talent Acquisition departments are the frontline soldiers in the war for talent. Selection tests and simulations are common mechanisms by which firm’s filter through potential job candidates. Nevertheless, a 2017 Deloitte survey reported that 71% of firms believed they were weak in their ability to use these tools effectively. Using assessments is a balancing act between false positives (hiring the wrong candidate) and false negatives (rejecting the right candidate). As such it is important to understand the benefits and pitfalls. This is especially true with technical assessments for coders and programmers.
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Research Question

What are benefits and pitfalls of using technical selection tests during the hiring process?
How can technical selection tests be used outside of the hiring process to assess internal talent?

Introduction

Talent Acquisition departments are the frontline soldiers in the war for talent. Selection tests and simulations are common mechanisms by which firm’s filter through potential job candidates. Nevertheless, a 2017 Deloitte survey reported that 71% of firms believed they were weak in their ability to use these tools effectively. Using assessments is a balancing act between false positives (hiring the wrong candidate) and false negatives (rejecting the right candidate). As such it is important to understand the benefits and pitfalls. This is especially true with technical assessments for coders and programmers.

Benefits

I. LOWER COSTS AND IMPROVED EFFICIENCY. A 2010 CEB survey reported that for each vacant position, approximately 65% of the applicants were unqualified. A screening test filters out the unqualified candidates thus utilizing the recruiter time and resources more appropriately. Filtering out candidates via remote coding assessments can save the company a lot of money from onsite interview food and travel due to expenses. Furthermore, it assures the recruiter can prioritize his or her time on qualified candidates who otherwise would be lost in the backlog of applications. Additionally, it also makes better use of your current developer’s time. Given that on roll developers and engineers perform the interviews, there is an innate opportunity cost for every interview. When a current developer is interviewing, they are not coding and thus not generating revenue. As such, it is critical to use their time efficiently by interviewing only the most qualified applicants.

II. OBJECTIVITY AND STANDARDIZATION. A SHRM survey of 520 recruiters yielded that only 20% of them were very confident in their traditional screening methods. This is of no surprise given the subjective nature of interviews and resume screens. Job knowledge tests, a category of which coding tests fall under, brings in objectivity. Candidates cannot “game” the process the same way as with personality tests and interviews. They are also immune to rater biases and varying technical interviews. Additionally, job knowledge assessments are likely to feature results that vary according to gender and race. This can reduce the risk of disparate impact in your hiring practices.
III. UNCONVENTIONAL SOURCES OF TALENT. Technical coding assessments permit companies to find talent they would have otherwise been ignored via resume screening. Coding tests allow the company to objectively distinguish difference between credentials and ability.

Pitfalls

I. **Ignores Soft Skills:** 25% of skills in traditional tech job listings are soft skills[^10]. Strong technologists should be capable of communicating their ideas into terms that non-technical people can understand. Coding assessments do not measure the emotional intelligence of coders or their ability to collaborate. This shortfall can be easily overcome by supplementing coding assessments with interviews.

II. **Time Consuming for Candidates:** Experienced candidates can be dissuaded by online assessments due to the potentially lengthy nature of the tests. They potentially could opt for other opportunities that do not require a lengthy application. Companies can counteract this by a) using assessments strictly for entry level coding and portfolios of work for experienced hires or b) using live coding tests on site that range from 15 minutes to an hour.[^11]

III. **Can omit debugging skills:** A 2008 study concluded that “most…[programming] students who were good debuggers were good novice programmers, although not all of the good programmers were successful at debugging”.[^12] As such, a test that identifies a good programmer will not necessarily identify someone good at finding and fixing bugs. This can be mitigated by incorporating bug finding into preexisting assessments or generating new ones strictly for this skill.

Assessment for Incumbent Coders

There is not much research available concerning companies that use coding assessments to develop their programmers once they are hired. The closest initiative is Google’s detailed online learning for Nooglers (recent hire). Google uses a combination of “Checklists”, “Code labs” (on the job tutorials), and “Codewalks” to develop engineers.[^13] Google supplements this development with an open forum called *Noogler Engineers Helping Engineering Nooglers* or NEHEN.[^14]

Conclusion

Given the difference in productivity between a good coder and a bad coder, it is essential that the right candidate is hired[^15]. Coding assessments in conjunction with traditional interviewing techniques can help companies get bright individuals who also are able to work in an innovative and dynamic team environment. Given the dynamic nature of technology, companies that use assessments should also be prepared to modify their assessments given changes in business and the subsequent skills required to thrive.
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